Accent is the basic pattern of acoustic feature and pronunciation. It can identify the person's social and linguistic background. It is an important source of inter as well as intra speaker variability. The accent dependent dictionary or model can be used to improve accuracy of speech recognition system. In this study we present an experimental approach of acoustic speech feature for Marathi & Arabic accents for English speaking. The detail study of acoustics correlates the accent using formant frequency, energy and pitch characteristics. The database consists of speech from speaker with Marathi as their mother tongue and speakers from Iraq with Arabic language as mother tongue. Both the speakers were asked to speak English number from zero to nine. Through experimental results the fifth formant frequency found to be very effective for accent recognition.
INTRODUCTION
In the current era of research, there have been significance advances in speech recognition. There is wide range of acoustic feature containing speech signal that provide information about speaker background such as gender, accent, stress and emotion level [1] . If basic knowledge of speaker accent is estimated accurately then modified set of classification and recognition model could be employed to increase a recognition performance [2] .
Accent is a pattern of pronunciation and acoustic feature which differentiate individual speech belonging to particular language group. Normally speakers, who speak language other than their own mother tongue, assign a non-voluntary appearance in their speech pattern. The age factor also plays an important role in accent identification, if speaker acquire knowledge of different language at an early age, his ability improves for the accent of particular language [3] . Every individual speaker develops characteristics of speaking style at an early age which will depend on native spoken language; therefore many features of native language persisted in speech.
Accent is a one of the second most important factor after gender that reduces accuracy of speaker dependant Recognition system [3, 4] . Most recognition systems are gender dependant there is no accent specific information utilized, which is the need of the current research. In order to motivate the problem of accent specific information retrieval and classification, we attempt to determine the power of accent on speech recognition performance.
The recognition and classification of accent is also challenging problem in speech recognition research .The recognition rate of French accented speaker of English was lower than that for native English speaker. This study has also been conducted which attempted normalize the command of regional accent prior to speech recognition task [5] . The British English accent normalization is carried by Barry et.al.
Where the vowel quality difference was studied [6] . Speech prosodic feature for recognition was investigated by Weibel which results in improvement of speech recognition performance with the help of combining two sources of information [7] . Accent variation does not only stretch out in phonetic characteristics but also in prosodic characteristics [8] is shown by J.C.Wells. Group of people with similar geographical, linguistic, social and cultural background can be consider to share various common acoustic features resulting the similarity in accent as well as talking style, stress, tempo, all of which contribute speaker accent [9] .Arslan and Hansan developed an English accent classification system which is most important and remarkable research in this area. The classification and performance increases as the count of test word increase [10] . This reference shows that accent recognition ability can improve the recognition of system. The intensity has a strongest effect for differentiating between two accents based on F2, F3, and Vowel duration [11] . The F2, F3 and MFCC feature plays an important role in accent identification but inventive approach towards MLP with classification of SVM and KNN, which gives beneficial accuracy, is worked in [12] . The hybrid combination of frequency gives beneficial result towards accent recognition. [13] . The paper is structured in five sections. The database creation and preprocessing describe in section II. A basic acoustic feature is explained in section III. Section IV dedicated with experimental analysis followed by conclusion.
DATABASE CREATION
The corpus of accented speech was collected from 20 male and female subjects in two different groups, Arabic (speaker Number=10) and Indian Marathi (Speaker Number=10 The following formula was used for the nomenclature and labeling of database
Where A is used for number of speaker and k is used for utterances index. We used the Praat and matlab tool for preprocessing. The data point was taken from 20 ms clips of utterances and was averaged over a window of 3 second to form feature. Various preprocessing technique was attempted including sliding window, hamming window, standardization and zero padding from data point.
ACOUSTIC FEATURES
It is noted in literature that F2-F3 contours, Pitch, Second and third formant frequency are effective acoustic features and found to be improving factors for performance. It improves the performance of speaker recognition system. [14, 15, 16, 17, 18] 
FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTICS
For the formulation of best speech recognition implementation technique it is beneficial to first consider aspects of human auditory perception parameter. Psychoacoustic analysis of human auditory perception mechanism shows that human ear responds differently to each acoustic tone based on its acoustic background. Frequencies characteristics differentiate gender, age group, as well as the accent [19] . Empirical evidence suggests that frequency play an important role in speech analysis. After extensive experimental analysis feature extraction technique formulated for the sampling of frequency criteria [20] . Table 3 below shows the standard frequency range of different age group. The production of the frequency from audio production model with of low and high frequency is described in figure 1. The formant frequency is very important for determining the phonetic background of speech. Normally non-native speaker's changes articulator moment in their own language when they speak language except their mother tongue. The experiment performed for investigation of influence of position of tongue constriction as well as constriction area of format frequency [16] . Several researchers contributed towards investigation of formant frequencies as a basic speech recognition features, using various methods for basic analysis [23, 24] , synthesis with Fourier spectra [25] , and picking on cepstral smoothed spectra [26] .
PITCH CHARACTERISTICS
The pitch is a robust and dynamic feature for gender specific information recognition. The problem of pitch estimation has been addressed for a long time using many different approaches. In recent years, techniques like statistical learning [27] , time domain probabilistic approaches for waveform analysis [28] , or optimization techniques [29] have been applied to accomplish this task. However, most of these techniques are not robust enough, especially for corrupted speech.
ENERGY CHARACTERISTICS
The harmonic structure of speech is one of the most salient features. During the production of voice segment regular excitation of the vocal tract produces basically fundamental energy (F0) and it multiple combination. In the tonal language of speech allows expressing an emotion as well as accent information of speaker background. [15] . The energy is a robust and dynamic feature that can allow differences of speaking style of speaker and language information.
EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
The experiment is performed for energy, pitch and formant frequency characteristics acoustic features.
Preprocessing
The preprocessing of dataset has been carried out using CSL and Praat software. In preprocessing parameter of speech signal such as spectrogram, energy contour, frequency contour, FFT waterfall was considered .The voiced period of speech signal was identified and applied to all experiment used for preprocessing of speech signal. The detail FFT waterfall model and spectrogram model of isolated word MB described in figure 2 and 3 respectively. 
Energy characteristics
The accent specific information recognition concentrate towards basic energy F0 and first as well as second level difference between that energy with average energy values. The F0, F1, F2 and average energy values specified efficiency about accent recognition for Marathi and Arabic is described in table 4. The performance of accent recognition using different accent group as well as randomly selected mixed accent group with different training and testing environment is described in table 5. For independent accent group the training is of 600 samples and testing is done on 400 samples but for mixed dataset training environment is of 1000 sample and testing done for 500 samples. The average energy is standard flow towards speaking style. The graphical representation of average energy for MA and AA are presented in figure 4. 
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Pitch Characteristics
For this pitch based accent identification, we used the mean, standard deviation and covariance of the Marathi and Arabic accent. The performance of pitch accent recognition is tabled in table 6. 
Formant Frequency
The performance of the formant based accent recognition tested on different training and testing environment with second, third, fourth and fifth formant frequency is shown in The comparative performance of accent recognition on the basic of energy, pitch and formant frequency is described in table 8. The experiment resulted in following observation:
1. In the accent specific information retrieval, the basic energy acoustic features were analyzed. In this study, we approached towards difference between the energy. The average energy values of Arabic accent found to be higher than Marathi accent.
F0 Basic level energy is high in Marathi and
Arabic accent dataset whereas in the mixed dataset the F1 and F2 were found higher.
3.
We observed that fifth formant frequency was also effective for accent recognition.
4.
This study attempted the pitch feature of speech for accent recognition which resulted in efficient accent recognition.
CONCLUSION
This work presents the individual as well as comparative analysis of acoustic feature such as energy, formant frequency and pitch for Arabic and Marathi accented Indian English. The result of accent recognition analysis shows that average energy, formant frequency and pitch feature varies in Marathi and Arabic accent. When the system is compiled independently for Marathi accent group the formant frequency gives effective performance than other acoustic feature. The energy found to be high in Arabic accent group, than other acoustic features. The experiment tested on dataset that includes database of Marathi accent as well Arabic accent shows that not only F2, F3 but F5 can also be effectively used for accent recognition research.
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